
It is important to remove the horn from its mounting on the underside of the bottom yoke prior to installation. 
The two upper mounts re-use the original bolts into the motorcycle frame. 
The two lower mounts use the fasteners provided.

Note: The plastic washer is intended to act as a spacer between 
the bikes radiator bracket and the face of the radiator guard.

523003A Kawasaki Z900 Radiator Guard Fitting Instructions
Kit Includes:
2X M6 X 12mm Flanged Bolt
2X M6 Flanged Nut
2X Black Flat Plastics Washer
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Got questions?
sales@pyramid-plastics.co.uk

+44 (0)1427 677990
www.pyramid-plastics.co.uk

Follow us on social media and feel free to leave us a review!
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